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Abstract

This paper suggests three additions to the Hildebrand method for gait-pattern specification. The first allows an e
of this method by the use of the forelimb as reference. Thus, dataset could be gathered indifferently from fore or h
cycles to identify a symmetrical gait or compare gaits of diverse species. On the basis of Hildebrand’s definitions, th
suggestion permits to check the proportion of symmetrical and asymmetrical gaits adopted by different individuals o
different species. The third addition makes a graphical clear-cut between four basic modes of gallops: rotary, transve
bound and bound. These additions will facilitate extensive data comparison either to evaluate the range of variation
single species or to specify the preferred gaits in diverse species.To cite this article: S. Renous et al., C. R. Biologies 327
(2004).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Contribution à l’étude des allures : éléments pratiques complétant la méthode d’Hildebrand. Le but de cet article est d
compléter la méthode de détermination des allures qui a été mise au point par Hildebrand (1966, 1977). Nous propo
améliorations pratiques. La première permet d’utiliser le cycle d’une patte antérieure comme référence pour l’iden
des différentes allures symétriques, alors qu’il s’agit toujours, par convention, du membre postérieur pour Hildeb
seconde permet d’établir la proportion d’allures symétriques et asymétriques adoptées par une ou plusieurs espèce
dernière propose l’identification graphique des quatre types de galop : le galop rotatoire, le galop transverse, le d
et le bond. Jusqu’à présent, l’utilisation des définitions de Hildebrand imposait quelques contraintes, qui pouvaien
leurs applications. Ainsi, lorsque nous ne disposions que du cycle complet d’un membre antérieur, en raison de c
expérimentales particulières, nous ne pouvions déterminer l’allure pratiquée. Les compléments que nous apportons à
devraient grandement faciliter les analyses des répertoires locomoteurs et leurs comparaisons entre espèces, tout e
les fondements du système d’analyse défini par Hildebrand.Pour citer cet article : S. Renous et al., C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The symmetrical or asymmetrical nature of t
gaits used by quadrupeds was emphasized in 1
by Hildebrand, who based his definition on the ph
relationship between fore and hindlimbs footfalls. T
gait diagram that he proposed to specify symmetr
gaits is founded on two variables: ‘the duration
contact of each foot expressed as percentage o
stride interval’ (called duty factor by Alexander [1]
and the ‘percent of the stride interval that the footf
of a forefoot lags behind the strike of the ispilate
hind foot (the hind foot on the same side of t
body)’. These variables are respectively plotted on
abscissa and ordinate axes of a graph, the origin
each axis being at the upper right corner. The on
of the cycle (called stride interval) is by conventi
that of one hindlimb. From 0 to 50%, the limbs pha
indicates what is called lateral sequence, beca
the sequence of the limbs action within a sin
cycle is kept on one side of the body (hind, th
fore of the same side). When the phase is o
50%, the forelimb situated on the other side
the body lands before that which is on the sa
side as the reference hindlimb. This is called
diagonal sequence, because the forelimb following
hindlimb is set on the diagonal. Furthermore, perc
of the total stride interval during which an anim
was supported only by diagonally opposite feet
indicated on the graph by concentric squares.
record of several hundred of gait formulae for 1
genera of terrestrial vertebrates permitted to out
an area for natural gaits. Hildebrand indicated t
the proposed diagram was valid only if the anter
contacts have the same duration as the poste
contacts and he gave adjustments for exception
this rule. Such exceptions were noticed in salaman
and lizards, which often show a shorter time
contact for the fore limbs [2], or for the hindlimb
in running crocodiles [3]. Thus, these irregulariti
may illustrate natural cases according to peculiar b
geometry that results in specific limbs coordinati
The Hildebrand’s grid system provided a powerful to
for comparison of the gaits performed by diverse fo
footed animals, giving a quantified definition of ga
terminology [4].
2. Results

By convention, Hildebrand chose one hindlimb
reference to calculate footfalls variables. Howev
in experimental conditions, it may often happen t
the forelimb stride only can be completely record
In such cases, the Hildebrand’s model can be a
applied as follows. Let us take from [5] (Fig. 3-2) th
examples of the pigmy hippopotamus, characteri
by a single foot in lateral sequence, and the mon
characterized by a trotting walk in diagonal sequen
A simple horizontal shift in the associated footfa
diagram changes the reference limb from the
hindlimb to the left fore limb (Fig. 1). Consequent
the percentage that hind footfall (LH) follows fo
(LF) on the same side becomes 80 in the case of
pigmy hippopotamus and 40 in the case of the mon
The gait is plotted in the same position within t
graph if we reverse the ordinate axis. One hund
percent has to be placed on the ordinate at the lo
left corner of the graph when the reference limb is
hind one, whereas it has to be placed at the upper
corner when a forelimb is used. There is no chang
the location of the lateral and diagonal sequence
the graph. Of course, the change of reference doe
affect the sequence of limbs action. It may be noti
that a forward lateral succession and a backw
diagonal crossing occur in a lateral sequence, whe
a backward lateral succession and a forward diag
crossing occur in a diagonal sequence. The terms
by [6] and also by [7] are based on this observat
and may bear sense for dynamic consideration.

We suggest a second addition to the Hildebra
model concerning asymmetrical gaits. He specifi
these gaits as follows [8]: “asymmetrical gaits ha
the footfalls of the two feet of a pair (fore or hind
unevenly spaced in time”, and in contrast for sy
metrical gaits “since symmetrical gaits have the fo
falls of a pair evenly spaced in time, the particular
stant a given foot strikes always comes midway
tween two footfalls of its opposite”. For instance, t
strike of a right hindlimb happens at 50% of the l
hind cycle. The same time lag occurs between the r
and the left forelimbs. These two variables, time
between the footfalls of a pair of fore limbs and tim
lag between the footfalls of a pair of hindlimbs, c
be plotted on a graph (Fig. 2). The points located
50% on each axis (±5%) correspond to symmetric
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imals have
Fig. 1. Examples taken from Hildebrand 1985: walk in lateral sequence for a pigmy Hippo and walk in diagonal sequence for a mo
the left side, conventional graphs obtained when the hindlimb is taken as reference (number one in the series of limbs actions). Foot
of each animal permits the determination of the gait position on the Hildebrand graph. On the right side, one forelimb is taken as
(number one in the series of actions). The simple reversal of the scale on the vertical axis demonstrates that the gaits of the an
identical position on the Hildebrand graph.
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gaits, and all those that are aside the range hav
be considered as asymmetrical. Such a complem
to the Hildebrand method could discriminate on
same graph the basic gait patterns of different spec
The analysis of asymmetrical gaits necessitates p
liar variables [9]. To characterize the two kinds of fl
ing phases when no limbs are on the ground that
appear in gallops, was used percent of stride in
val that fore midtime (middle of the contact time b
one or both forelegs) follows hind midtime, related
percent of stride interval that the body is suppor
by one or both hind feet. Another important featu
is the lead sequence that is the time lag between
footfalls of the limbs within a pair. When a mode
ate fore lead (between the trailing and the leading f
limbs) appears the gait become a half bound. In
bound, forelimbs hit the ground together (no lead), f
lowed by a flight phase before the hindlimbs hit a
the ground together. In a gallop, the sequence of f
falls is transverse when the fore feet had the same
as the hind (RF first and LF; RH first and LH). It
rotary when they had an opposite lead (RF first a
LF; LH first and RH). As important character of d
verse asymmetrical gaits, lead sequence can be
ted on a graph (Fig. 3). The hind lead (positive wh
the trailing hind leg is the same as the trailing fo
leg, or negative when the trailing hind leg is opp
site to the trailing fore leg) is indicated on theX-axis
in percent of the stride interval; the fore lead is pl
ted on theY -axis also in percent of the stride inte
val. Rotary gallops are placed on the left part of
graph, transverse gallops on the right, half-bounds
rectly on the ordinate and bounds at the axis inters
tion.
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Fig. 2. The lead (time separating the touch down of limbs within
pair) for the fore pair plotted against the lead of the hind pair. T
simple graph permits to discriminate symmetrical and asymmet
cycles performed either by individuals in the same species at div
velocities, or by diverse species. Of peculiar interest is to l
at the pair of limbs, which initiates the passage in one of
asymmetrical quadrants in introducing a lead higher than 55% o
cycle duration (from personal unpublished data in house mouse
Gaits were usually analysed to characterize
havioural differences between taxa, and the Hil
brand grid system, based on quantitative parame
placed this descriptive phase on sound basis. H
ever, neuromuscular control of locomotion has a
been intensively studied. There is now a demand
understand the complex organization, which und
lies the diverse resulting gaits. A more integrative
proach, compiling biomechanical, neurophysiolog
behavioural and ontogenetic data, is necessary [
Comparative locomotion studies are now question
how animal’s motion takes its place in the life h
tory, relating form, function and evolutionary strat
gies. This implies the use of analytical tools, whi
can be scaled in correspondence: for instance, k
matic parameters have to agree with neurophysiol
cal time scale.
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Fig. 3. Examples taken from Hildebrand [5]: within asymmetrical gaits, the leading limb can be on the same side in both pairs (posi
or on opposite sides (negative hind). The absence of hind lead characterizes half-bound, and no lead in both pairs, the bound. Thus
asymmetrical gait recorded can be plotted on one of the three axes of the graph.
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